
(if not some other disease)
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anyone can hold your hand

but that's not love.

anyone can kiss your lips

but that's not love.

anyone can promise forever

but that's not love.

anyone can make you laugh

but that's not love.

I could tell you a million and one things 

that are not love—

but I cannot find one single word

to aptly describe what love is. 

What love is 

love
/ləv/
noun

                                            noun: love; plural noun: loves



a lesser longing

I missed him,

and perhaps he missed me;

but not the me

I wished he would see. 

   I missed his mind,

   and the safety when he'd drive;

   but he missed lesser things—

   the opportunity to objectify,

   and the ability

   to seamlessly cut ties.



I had fallen again, 

like I had many times before—

and I began to wonder

if I truly wanted more

or if I was simply addicted to the lows, 

the highs, and the changing tides      

for once was a mistake, 

twice bad luck; 

yet it had happened every time, 

and I could see now 

it was with my own hand

that I was struck

the pattern of a pierced heart

they say love is a mirror, 

a reflection of yourself

and the vampire staring back 

revealed what I hadn't known before: 

that the masochist within me 

would always thirst for a war 

the murderer and the masochist, 

the lion and lamb

an inseperable pair; 

both in love,

but only with despair. 



a seasonal sickness

I hate to admit it,

but I miss him again.

like a cold you inevitably catch,

a cough that comes and goes away.

With the start of every season

I start to think of him again.

And then the rain reappears,

and washes the residue away.

the residue of heartache—

somehow, I wish it would stay.



missing you has been like

arriving to the station

two minutes too late 

breathless, desperate, clinging to chance

still the train speeds ahead
can't you see I was left behind?

If only you would wait, I would explain 
that if only one thing had been different

I wouldn't have had to miss you at all. 

it's never too late____



lust is ubiquitous

love is rare

lust is felt

in the pull of your hair

love hides in corners

in particles of dust

lust is everywhere

and never enough

love is sufficient, 

it's everything at once

lust is dizzying—

and love?

love is a steady heart.  

I lust you
(among the other things you actually meant to say) 



as soon as he calls me Pretty,

the other parts of me fade away—

and I sit there in a rigid,

obediently pretty way.

I wish that instead of calling me Pretty,

and declaring that my name,

that he'd call me "Nothing", 

because they're very well the same.

Now when he calls me Pretty, 

an anxiety stirs within. 

It's the beginning of the end of 

an authentic interaction on either end.

The instant he calls me Pretty, 

a tiara is placed on my head;

one miscalculated sway to the left or to the right,

and my reign will fall dead. 

 

call me nothing



What is left to be said?

If they break your heart once,

they're bound to break it again.

Goodbye should be forever,

no ifs, buts, or              —

if you part ways once,

consider that the irrevocable

end. 

a final farewell

someday when



maybe as you're pouring 

your second cup of coffee

on some cold Sunday afternoon

you’ll be struck by the thought of me

and all the things you said you’d do

suddenly those words will haunt you

all the ones you left unsaid

you’ll try to drink your coffee

but you’ll be swallowing regret instead

(but not like iced coffee, just a disgusting
cup of cold coffee. To be precise, I wish you
cold coffee. I hope that's clear.)

cold coffee 



Isn’t it curious

that our hearts 

tick like clocks 

and when our clock

stops ticking

our time is up 

 
when I think of you

my heart speeds up 

and all I hear is 
tick tock, tick tock 

as though my time to tell you 

I regret what came about  

must be held 

in a handful of heartbeats  

that will one day run out 

(we are) nothing but time



is it as long as it lasts,

in this very space and at this very time?

or is it as long as you can remember it, 

replay it, remake it in your mind?

is it once your muscles forget their movements,

or when the sun forgets to rise?

how long can you hold on to a moment?

perhaps it's for as long as a breath—

before it is forever left behind,

left victim to the passage of time.

how long can you hold on to a moment?



these days melt into each other

into one frantic mess

and my heart is searching for him

despite the sights set by my head 

binoculars of the heart



what doesn't kill you makes

you stronger can seriously

incapacitate you.
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